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An elementary biographical fact gives a clue to many things about 

me, including – however indirectly – how I got into sociology. I was 

born the fifth child in a family which was to include (and does to this 

day) eleven of us: four males, seven females. My parents weren’t illiterate 

peasants, either: my father was a judge in Modena when I was 

born, and my mother had been, at 21, one of very few women graduates 

in her cohort. Neither, by the way, was a Southerner. So, the reason 

for the size of the brood is to be sought in my parents’ Catholic 

faith, lived to such an unusual extent as to preclude any form of birth 

control. The same faith – together with the members’ native disposition 

to learn and a keen sense of humor – thoroughly informed the family’s 

everyday living. This was not so much a matter of piety, though a 

number of us were pious (myself, by the way, never particularly so). It 

was on the one hand a Weltanschauung, on the other a set of implicitly 

obeyed moral assumptions, which generated a strong solidarity amongst 

us without (this was the real miracle) in any sense setting us, as a family, 

against others. This made the Poggi family a most unusual social 

entity in middle-class Italian society, and I suspect that growing up in it 

made it very difficult for me to comprehend the intensely grasping and 

competitive nature of that society. 

So, I grew up a «Poggi» first – and then a Catholic; though, as I 

said, these two dimensions of my identity very much overlapped. By 

the time I was in my teens the war had ended, Fascism was over, a 

Catholic party was beginning to build up its increasingly pervasive and 

corrupting grip on the power structures of Italian society. This was 

O.K. by me, for by the time I was 15 I saw Catholicism as a Third 

Force, which would reform society in the light of redemptive ideals 

of social justice. I stress «social» because probably my earliest awareness 

of sociology developed partly as an elaboration of and partly in 

contrast with the emphasis on «the social» then characteristic of Italian 



Catholic thinking-and-rhetoric, particularly in its left-of-center expressions. The 

Church, as it were, divided the realm of human affairs into 

three spheres: the economic one, which it left largely to itself because 

it was excessively mundane and had been pre-empted by Marxism; 

the political sphere, where the Church was (to phrase it again as I did 

once) trying to «acquire a new democratic maidenhead» via the Catholic 

party, but which had threatening connotations of divisiveness and 

dirty-ness; and the social sphere, where the Church made much play 

of a loose, shoddy package of normative and cognitive thinking called 

«Catholic social doctrine». The Church of course kept entirely to itself 

the privilege of defining what that doctrine was all about; but did not 

much mind well-meaning young people (including some with intellectual 

pretentions, such as myself) considering it, in their innocence, as 

the potential inspiration of a thoroughgoing worldly renewal, and attaching 

the adjective «social» to such attractive nouns as «conscience», 

«justice», «reform». 

One organization where such talk and such moral aspirations were 

much cultivated was GIAC, the young men’s branch of Italian Catholic 

Action, of which I was a member through my teens, and a minor 

diocesan leader in my later teens, in Padua (where my father was at 

the time head of the local court). Probably in my own case the first 

transition from «the social» to the «sociological», as a however vaguely 

contoured domain of intellectual interests, occurred in response to 

a dramatic event in the history of GIAC – the forced resignation, at 

the behest of the Holy Office, of its national leader, Mario Rossi, in 

1954. I resigned, together with two close associates and friends in the 

Padua headquarters of GIAC – Paolo Ceccarelli and Toni Negri. When 

we left GIAC, all three of us, I think, intended originally to carry on as 

individuals the activity in which we had been involved as organizational 

leaders – a mixture of something called «lay apostolate» and of the 

intellectual elaboration of what we saw as the progressive components 

of «social Catholicism». For each of us, the long-term outcome of that 



decision was a decisive, thorough secularization of our intellectual and 

moral perspectives. In my case this took the form of a growing impatience 

with apprehensions of social affairs which were not in the first 

place cognitive, rather than normative, in nature. This of course accelerated 

the shift toward «the sociological» in my intellectual concerns. 

However, such concerns could not be attended to in the context 

of my undergraduate studies: I was a law student at Padua, where the 

teaching; of law was (and I’ll bet still is) totally unsociological in approach. 

I was able, in my last year, to take an optional course in Sociology 

in the Faculty of Political Sciences, run on an experimental base 

the wopscot chronicle by a philosopher of law. But by and large the beginnings of 

my flirt with sociology were extracurricular; this allowed me to share them to 

a minor extent with Paolo and Toni (who studied Architecture and 

Philosophy respectively) and to a greater extent with a girl who was 

studying Political Sciences, and with whom I had prepared some law 

exams – Lula Balbo. (I was hopelessly in love with Lula at the time. I 

underline the adverb because it is to be taken literally, for I never got 

anywhere near first base with Lula, then or later.) I organized with the 

three of them a trip to Sicily, where we spent a few days in Partinico 

with Danilo Dolci, who was among other things a sociologist, though 

not under that name. In my last year at University I also organized, 

again with Paolo, Toni, and Lula, a very small-scale, utterly amateurish 

study of a rural community near Padua, Arquà Petrarca. 

During my last two years at Padua University, my family lived in 

Bologna, to whose Court of Appeals my father had been promoted. In 

Bologna, where I spent as much time as I could, I discovered America. 

The U.S. Information Service maintained there an excellent library 

– the first public library I had seen not built and operated as a bureaucratic 

device for keeping people from books. A problem with the 

USIS books was that they were mostly American; but I was teaching 

myself to read English at the time (together with German, to be used 

in preparing my graduation thesis on labor law); and in any case I have 



always enjoyed handling books (leafing through them, trying to guess 

their content from their table of contents and their index, memorizing 

their publisher and date of publication) much more than actually reading 

them. It was from a lot of browsing in the sociology stacks in the 

USIS Library in Bologna that I got my first inkling of what contemporary 

sociology was like as a discipline. Nothing, it seemed, worth getting 

excited about; but a clear confirmation, all the same, that there did 

exist ways of apprehending social reality different both from law and 

from that «Catholic social doctrine» with which I had become rather 

disenchanted. I also learned of the existence of American fellowship 

programs for foreign graduate students. What «graduate» meant I did 

not much know (graduate studies did not exist in Italy at the time, and 

barely do now); but «foreign», that was interesting, since I had been 

developing a taste for going abroad (summer of 1954, England; summer 

of 1955, Germany), and the possibility of a whole year as far abroad as 

the US, richly (as it seemed) financed by Uncle Sam, was peculiarly attractive. 

Bologna was also the place of operation of Il Mulino – a group of 

young intellectuals who had first established a prestigious periodical under that 

name, and subsequently a small publishing house, which was 

to play a very significant role in introducing American social sciences 

to the Italian intelligentsia. I can’t remember how, but by the time I 

was about to graduate in Padua, I had established some contacts with 

Il Mulino in Bologna. 

If I dredge from memory these insignificant indications of my 

awareness of sociology as an Italian undergraduate, it is to make a negative 

point. The comeback of sociology to Italy after World War Two 

makes an interesting story in itself, which probably began in the years 

(mid-fifties) I have been dealing with. But I do not consider my own 

involvement in sociology as a (however minimal) aspect of that story. I 

made no contribution to that comeback, and it made no difference to 

my own course. I was not aware of the personalities, the publications, 

the controversies it involved. I did not, as it were, discover sociology in 



the context of its comeback to Italy and then go to the States in order 

to study it. It was the other way around. During my last year at Padua 

I applied for one of those attractive American graduate fellowships because 

I very much wanted to spend a year as a graduate student (whatever 

that meant) in the States. I elected sociology as a subject because 

if I was successful in my application I might as well study a discipline 

as distinctively American (and thus intellectually lightweight and slightly 

dubious) as sociology during that year – and then leave America and 

sociology forever. My academic allegiance, if any, was to law – though 

I had little idea of how I might try to cultivate it upon my return to 

Italy. 

Why apply to go to Berkeley, then? I didn’t. In my application I 

gave Harvard and Columbia as the places where I might like to hold 

the fellowship – but not because I had heard of either Parsons or Merton 

(I had not). It was Harvard and Columbia I had heard about, and 

that did not apply to Berkeley. Whoever ignored my expressed wishes 

and shipped me to Berkeley instead did me a favor, of course – but it 

took me some time to realize that. 

Not that I was disappointed with Berkeley at first – far from it. I 

reached it in late August 1956, less than two months after graduating 

in Padua, and after spending about three weeks at a Foreign Student 

Orientation Center at the University of Kansas. I enjoyed my time at 

Lawrence (from which I reported home, and to Paolo, Toni and Lula, 

such wonders as the first cafeteria I had ever seen) but I did not come 

out of it that orientated, and by the time I made it to Berkeley I still 

had lots to find out about – which incidentally makes it difficult for 

me to distinguish my early memories of sociology from those of many 

the wopscot chronicle other things. Take the first time I walked from the 

International House (where I spent the whole year 1956-57) onto the campus on 

my way to 

the premises of the Sociology Department. I had learned in Lawrence 

what a «campus» was; but was the place in it of dozens of muscular 



young men, mostly wearing T-shirts and blue trousers with huge suspenders, 

stomping up and down a field, and blowing into brass instruments 

or banging on drums? I was seeing, though not believing, band 

practice for the first game of the football season; but I knew nothing of 

the place of football in University life or the place of band music in it. 

Equally weird things were awaiting me in the Dept. office: somebody 

(Tamotsu Shibutani) had a folder with my name on it, and was willing 

to take time advising me on what courses to take – all quite bewildering 

to someone who had navigated his way to Italian degree entirely 

without the benefit of comparable assistance from faculty members. I 

expressed my delighted surprise in effusive thanks, which in turn must 

have rather astonished Shibutani; together, we engaged in quite a little 

impromptu display of gratitude for each other’s attentions. 

The time had finally come to find out what «graduate studies» were 

all about. So far as I can remember, on my first semester at Berkeley 

I took a course with Lipset (who was replaced by Selvin and Juan 

Linz for the duration of a short illness), one with Kornhauser, a seminar 

with Lowenthal (where Bennett Berger offered a paper on Henry 

James’s Princess Casamassima), and a graduate course in Jurisprudence 

in the Law School. (This was a token of my continuing intellectual allegiance 

to law, and I was rewarded for it by the only B grade of my 

graduate career.) For different reasons all three sociology courses made 

an impression on me, though once more it’s difficult to disentangle the 

impact upon me of my first earnest encounter with academic sociology 

from my first experience of a certain mode of study, the freedom of the 

Library stacks conferred on graduates, or my own amusement at being 

treated as one notch above other seminarians by Lowenthal simply 

because I was European, and could quote St. Augustine in Latin. I also 

liked Kornhauser as a teacher (I learned from him that the standard sociological 

query ought to have the form «Under what conditions…?»). 

But Lipset’s course made the biggest impression on me, among other 

things, because it was in its context that I found myself for the first 



time handling Hollerith cards and an IBM counter-sorter (the ancient, 

slow variety, with no wiring panel, lots of manual switches, and a ghastly 

tendency – at any rate in my own hands – to get jammed and chew 

up cards). 

Apart from the B in Jurisprudence, I did well enough that first semester for the 

Department to encourage me to do a Master’s. My success 

was simply due to my proficiency in routine academic tasks, and 

thus reflected something which has long been for me both an intellectual 

blessing and a moral curse, and which I might label «facility». Mundane 

tasks such as passing courses, or understanding the main points 

of a discoursive argument in a book, have always been easy for me to 

perform. Thus, they have not trained me for more demanding tasks 

(thinking through a difficult problem, mastering a really arduous text); 

I have generally flinched from those, or broken them down into easily 

managed ones. Unfortunately this sometimes does not work, or leaves 

an opaque residue of undetected assumptions or undrawn implications. 

(As a consequence, I am often humbled by other people getting much 

more, say, out of a difficult text than I had. I am quick enough to say 

«me, too» in such cases, thus keeping the humiliation to myself.) 

In my second term, besides an elementary stats course (required for 

the Master’s), I took an unmemorable course with Hans Gerth (then a 

visitor at Berkeley) and two seminars. Of the one on collective behavior, 

I mainly remember the manner of presentation of Blumer, who gave 

it, and particularly those moments when he would dramatically utter his 

own fundamental sociological query: «How do people act together?» – 

an impression vivid enough to make me feel proud and pleased when, 

years later, Blumer’s outstanding contribution to symbolic interactionism 

was re-valuated, re-stated, and extended. The other seminar was given 

by Bendix, and being a preview of his book on Weber, was extremely 

nourishing. I particularly remember one occasion when Reinhard tried 

to warn a student, Kim Rodner, off a topic he had intended for his essay, 

something to do with ideal types. Reinhard’s objection was that too 



much was being made by Weber’s commentators and critics of his socalled 

«methodology», that «ideal type» was after all just another name 

for «social science concept», and that Weber’s substantive writings were 

much his more significant contribution. Bendix, of course, embodied 

that view in the thematic structure of his own Max Weber. As to myself, 

I book to heart that advice tendered to somebody else, and in my 

own treatments of Weber I’ve always given as wide a berth as possible 

to methodological questions. I am afraid, however, that the jig is up. 

I am currently contemplating the prospect of an intellectual biography 

of Weber, and if I do take it on I fear I shall have to awaken all those 

best-left-dormant dogs and tarns them, or perish in the attempt. 

I remember, incidentally, relaying Bendix’s advice to those about to 

tackle Weber’s methodology («Don’t») to Toni Negri, who at the time 

was grappling with those very questions in drafting his first book, on 

the wopscot chronicle German Historismus, and who indignantly replied that on the 

contrary the least significant thing about Weber was what he had to say «sulla 

religione dei cinesi», and other such trifling matters. But this was just 

one symptom of the disenchantment those I had recently learned to call 

to myself my reference group, that is Paolo, Toni and Lula, were beginning 

to feel about me. It seemed to them, probably rightly, that I was 

going soft in the head out there in California, abandoning the posture 

of moral and political diffidence and cultural superiority toward America 

we used to share back in Padua (my mother’s last words to me on 

my departure for the American trip had been «remember not to spit 

into the plate from which you are eating») and was becoming much too 

involved in sociology. They were living intensely the dramas of European 

politics (Hungary 1956, in particular) at a time when I was getting 

excited about an IBM counter-sorter, whatever that was, or developing 

a mild interest in the second Stevenson campaign. 

This made them feel that I had deserted them not so much geographically 

as morally and intellectually. (When Lula held her own 

graduate fellowship in Berkeley the following year, she put up rigid 



defenses against the country, among other things by associating almost 

exclusively with Europeans.) I thought too much of Paolo, Toni, and 

Lula, to resent their attitude toward me; instead, I alternately suffered 

from it, or ignored it (more the latter, I must say, than the former). 

Meanwhile, I was advancing toward a Master’s, and Blumer was 

seeking to convince me to go for a Ph.D., either on a University fellowship 

or on a research assistantship, which Lipset was willing to arrange 

for me. I decided early on to stay in Berkeley in the summer of 1957, 

on an extension of my fellowship, in order to work on my Master’s thesis 

(on the «identity crisis» of the socialist parties of Italy, Germany, 

and France after World War One); but I had some misgivings about 

going immediately for the Ph.D. Lipset put me in touch with a young 

political scientist from Michigan State University, Joseph La Palombara, 

who was to spend 1957-58 in Rome researching on Italian pressure 

groups, and had funds for research assistance in the field. 

I returned to Italy as Joe’s assistant. That decision had a twofold 

significance. On the one hand, it marked me off from a great number 

of exchange students to America, who had taken the first chance to 

stay in the States and join the brain drain. On the other, it marked the 

abandonment of my original intent: one year in the States, then basta as 

far as both America and sociology were concerned. For I was returning 

home with a social science job, on a (small) American salary, every intention 

of completing a Master’s by finishing my thesis, and a growing 

aspiration to go back for a Ph.D. Above all, in Berkeley I had quickly 

learned a new vocabulary, a new set of insights and approaches – and I 

was keen to continue learning in the same vein, if not at the same rate. 

I can’t remember the precise dates, but I spent about ten months 

in Rome as an assistant to Joe. I saw him frequently, learned a lot from 

him and took my directions from him. But by and large I worked under 

my own steam, mostly on printed sources, though occasionally I 

would join Joe in his interviews. 

The project focussed mainly on the largest Italian employers’ association, 



Confindustria, and on Italian Catholic Action; that year I learned 

much more about the former than about the latter, about which I had 

a lot of only slightly dated «member’s knowledge». (1957-50 was the 

last year of Pius XII’s pontificate. As a boy and as a youth, I had revered 

the man, but I had subsequently become disenchanted with him, 

then positively hostile to him. These sentiments largely powered my 

increasing detachment from the Church at large, though it would be 

some time yet before I ceased to be a Catholic.) 

I travelled to Bologna and my family, during those months, about 

every second week-end; on those occasions I would also call on the 

Mulino headquarters and make increasingly self-assured comments 

about their publishing programs in sociology, mainly translations of 

American books. I must have gone to Padua three or four times that 

year, and there of course I saw Paolo and Toni, then active in the Italian 

Socialist party (Lula, as I mentioned, was in Berkeley that year. 

Some time after her return to Italy, while working with a Mulino research 

group in Bologna, she was to marry Paolo). Paolo and Toni remained 

loyally fond of me, and it was nice seeing them; but they probably 

felt that I was deteriorating intellectually, and found distasteful my 

stubborn political agnosticism. 

I returned to Berkeley on a University Fellowship in the Fall of 

1958. The Department had recently restructured its graduate program, 

which now required entrants to take compulsory courses on Theory 

and Methods. I had just finished writing my Master’s thesis, and was 

exempted from the Theory sequence; but I joined the new Methods 

course, where Selvin and Trow were experimenting with a new approach, 

the critical appraisal of the design and other methodological 

features of major accounts of research, from Suicide to Work and Authority 

in Industry. I thus had a chance to associate with, by any standards, 

an outstanding cohort of first-year graduates (containing Jay 

Demerath, Maurice Zeitlin, Manny Schegloff among others). After getting 

my Master’s, and completing another two semesters of successful 



the wopscot chronicle course-work, I spent a term reading in preparation for my 

Generals, or whatever the oral examinations at the close of course work were 

called. 

I chose as fields political sociology, theory, and the sociology of culture; 

and presented the outline of a dissertation on Italian Catholic Action. 

(I had previously considered doing a study of the Venetian Republic 

on Weberian lines, but had been dissuaded from that project by the 

Italian economic historian Cipolla, a frequent visitor at Berkeley, who 

had been horrified at my disinclination to do coal-face archival work 

and my preference for secondary or at least printed sources.) Of course 

oral examinations held no terrors for one who had studied in Italy; but 

I remember worrying a fair bit about those exams while doing a lot of 

nourishing reading for them. 

Joe La Palombara then arranged for me to join him again, this time 

in East Lansing, where he was then Chairman of the Poli.Sci. Department 

at MSU. On a grant from the SSRC, I was to assist him in drafting 

his book on Italian pressure politics while working on my own the 

material I had accumulated on Italian Catholic Action while in Rome, 

which was now in Joe’s hands. During my stay in Lansing, however 

(some 9 months in 1960) Joe was too busy running his Department to 

work on the book, and as a consequence most of my own work went 

into my dissertation, though occasionally I had sessions with Joe (and 

a close friend of mine from Bologna, then a graduate student at MSU, 

Giuseppe Di Federico), and drafted a couple of chapters on his behalf. 

Apart from breaking the back of my dissertation, a number of important 

things happened to me in Lansing. The most important was 

my meeting Pat, whom I was to marry in 1962. She was then teaching 

assistant to Richard Rudner, whose course on the philosophy of social 

science I was occasionally auditing, and one day she had to replace him 

lecturing on aspects of Max Weber’s methodology. That allowed me to 

approach her at the end of her lecture, and impart to her, as she recollects 

it, a rather intemperate harangue on the topic; it took her some 



time to overcome the resulting diffidence toward me and to begin dating 

me. 

Another, rather less significant, thing which happened in Lansing, 

was that I developed, at a distance, a keen feeling of affiliation with 

Berkeley. I had always liked the place very much, but I was now nostalgic 

for it, and anxious to emphasize my belonging to it, for instance 

by wearing a UC sweatshirt on the MSU campus. Shortly after my departure 

from Berkeley things started happening there which were harbingers 

of much more significant later events; I recollect in particular 

a manifestation of Berkeley students against the HUAC sessions being held in San 

Francisco, in which a number of my grad school associates 

took part. I was both impressed with their initiative, and slightly 

perturbed at the fact that, during my years on the spot, in spite of 

knowing about «SLATE-The Campus Political Party» and other aspects 

of the Berkeley scene, I had failed to perceive the potential for 

mobilization which was beginning to manifest itself at the beginning 

of the sixties. 

Finally, toward the end of my stay in Lansing arrangements began 

to be made for me to have a proper academic post once I returned to 

Italy. During his research year there, Joe had done some lecturing, and 

established a number of contacts, in the Faculty of Political Sciences 

at Florence University. During my stay in Lansing, the Professor of Sociology 

in that Faculty, Camillo Pellizzi undertook to establish an assistantship 

in his Institute, and informed Joe of his intent to appoint to 

it – instead of, Italian fashion, a well-connected alumnus – somebody 

with respectable qualifications, obtained abroad. Hearing of this, Joe 

managed to «sell» me to Pellizzi as the living embodiment of his desiderata. 

This pre-history of my Florence assistantship had one awkward aspect 

to it. One of Pellizzi’s own graduates was currently working toward 

a Ph.D. in sociology at MSU; he intended to return to Italy to 

teach and do research in sociology there; he had also heard of Pellizzi’s 

plans, and thought he himself admirably suited their requirements. We 



had made friends in Lansing, and he would occasionally tell me of his 

hopes concerning the Florence assistantship, at a time when I knew 

perfectly well that Joe was persuasively promoting my own fortunes 

with Pellizzi. I kept that knowledge to myself. I don’t regret it, among 

other reasons because I subsequently learned that Pellizzi had reasons 

of his own for intending to frustrate this other young man’s aspirations. 

But the man himself, now not so young, but well established as a professor 

of sociology in Italy, probably thinks to this day that I learned of 

the opportunity in Florence from him and plotted to make it mine. 

The reader, if he does not know much (and who would know 

much, except a native) of the Italian academic system, may well wonder 

what this was all about, why an assistantship would have to be 

the object of transatlantic negotiations and perhaps plots. Let me record, 

then, that Pellizzi held at the time the only established chair of 

sociology in Italy, and that in that quality he was enterprising to establish 

the first sociology assistantship in Italian history. Furthermore, any 

properly established, paid assistantship was a rare and much coveted 

position in Italy, where for generations academics had been systematithe 

wopscot chronicle cally recruited only among such people as would be able and 

willing to lend service for years as unpaid («voluntary») assistants to a chair 

holder, until the latter would bestow on them a paid position, or, more 

often, enterprise to get them a Docenza (an honorary professorship, 

indispensable for an academic career) and/or an incarico (a non-tenured, 

«contract» teaching post). Such practices were just beginning to 

change, and a fact that with a mere year or two of bureaucratic machinations 

an assistantship could be established for such a preposterous 

discipline as sociology was an indication of much greater impending 

changes. I, however, knew nothing about the latter, and in any case 

was not willing to wait for them. I was now committed to do academic 

work in sociology, preferably in Italy; but I would not/could not 

undertake it unless I secured a paid post from the start. Neither was I 

willing to be (as many assistants, both «voluntary» and paid, traditionally 



were in Italy) a dogsbody to «my» professor – run his domestic 

errands, pick up his mail, compile his bibliographies, read his proofs, 

do his lecturing. I was interested in an assistantship only if it meant 

doing proper (if poorly paid) academic work at junior level, but above 

all if it afforded an opportunity to study, do research, and prepare 

publications on one’s own. 

I made this clear in my first letter to Pellizzi, written from East 

Lansing; later he told me that he had found it, by Italian standards, extraordinarily 

forthright and unservile – thus, a very silly letter to write 

to an unknown chairholder, which would have destroyed my chances 

with any Italian professor except one familiar with the standards and 

mores of Universities abroad. Pellizzi, as it happens, was so familiar, 

having had a distinguished academic career in Italian studies in pre-war 

England. As to myself, I was in a position to lay conditions around my 

declaration of interest in the Florence assistantship because I had alternatives. 

Lipset had spoken to me previously of a possible lectureship in 

Berkeley, tenable until my dissertation was finished; later he put me in 

touch with Gabriel Almond, who was willing to have me join the team 

then working on The Civic Culture at Yale. Only the awareness of such 

alternatives allowed me to conceive the implausible project of attempting 

an Italian academic career without complying with the rules of the 

Italian academic game. 

The project worked – until I abandoned it to come to Edinburgh. 

After we finally met Pellizzi took steps to have me appointed as his assistant, 

first on a temporary, then (after a «competition» which was of 

course phony) on an established basis. I was going to be rather poorly 

paid – but there were some opportunities for academic work on the 

side. In 1961 I taught my first sociology course in Bologna, in a recently 

established institution purportedly committed to teaching modern social 

science to aspiring and practicing Italian bureaucrats. In the framework 

of the same institution’s research program, I conducted a small 

survey of field workers of the Ministry of Agriculture. Always in Bologna 



(I was living at home, and I was to move to Florence only after 

being appointed to the established post), I re-established my contacts 

with the Mulino group, who were then seeking to start a social science 

research outfit of their own, to make up for the lack of comparable initiatives 

from the Universities. And I pushed on with my dissertation, 

which registered however a serious setback when Lipset criticized my 

first complete draft as being too descriptive and lacking a theoretical 

framework. He also helped me, however, to get the second draft right 

by suggesting that I locate my argument within organizational sociology, 

and that I make use of Selznick’s recent Institutional Leadership in 

Administration. Juan Linz also helped (enormously) with written comments 

which softened the blow of Lipset’s criticisms and complemented 

his suggestions. In the end, I derived from Selznick a theoretical account 

of the successful institutionalization of an organization; I applied 

the concept of «sponsored organization» to the relationship between 

the Church (the sponsor) and Catholic Action (the sponsored); finally 

I argued at length that the sponsorship relation impeded the successful 

institutionalization of Catholic Action, and kept it from operating as 

an effective bridge between the Church and an increasingly secularized 

society. 

Pat and I got married, in Lansing, a few months after my appointment 

to the established assistantship. We settled in Florence, in a rented 

apartment on a street charmingly called Via del Palazzo dei Diavoli, 

in a working-class area of Florence called Isolotto. We were going to 

be poor, but that was all right by us, particularly as we did not intend 

to have children for a few years. 

Unlike many of his colleagues, Pellizzi liked to do all of his own 

teaching, instead of sticking his assistant with it, and only involved me 

in his course at examination time. Thus, the most important part of 

my job in Florence was to assist students who chose sociology as the 

subject in which to write their graduation thesis – a popular choice at 

the time. Pellizzi mainly directed them to study some aspect or other of 



the pervasive and accelerated process of change Italy was undergoing at 

the time. It was then for me to help the student break that topic down 

into manageable research questions, choose a locale for the research, 

suggest the kinds of evidence and the theoretical perspectives relevant 

the wopscot chronicle to it. The research was of course done mostly to very modest 

standards, 

as students generally had had no other sociology than Pellizzi’s 

own course, which dealt with very broad «foundational questions» and 

had little substantive or methodological content. (Personally, though I 

both liked Pellizzi and respected him intellectually, I used to think little 

of what he taught and wrote – until years later, on reading Berger & 

Luckmann, I realized that he had been addressing significant questions 

in a thoughtful and relevant manner.) 

So far as my own development as a sociologist was concerned, Bologna 

rather than Florence was the most important locale during those 

years. The Mulino group had undertaken, on a largish grant from the 

Twentieth Century Fund, a path-breaking, large-scale empirical study of 

the Italian political process, focussed on the Christian democratic and 

the Communist parties. It had constituted various research groups to 

tackle a (too) large set of specific themes; but, having appointed to lead 

the project two scholars primarily formed as historians, it needed more 

social science expertise, particularly in the design phase of the research, 

than could be provided by the project leaders or by outside consultants. 

They drew me into the project, on account of my Berkeley qualifications 

and of my experience with Joe, and I soon found myself operating 

(on a very part-time basis) as a kind of one-man general staff for 

the whole enterprise. I drafted papers prospecting various phases and 

aspects of the project, and dealing with topics as diverse as the ecological 

determinants of regional voting differences, the parliamentary strategies 

of the two parties, or their respective patterns of militants’ recruitment 

and of leaders’ selection. Of course I had to venture way beyond 

the narrow confides of my grounded knowledge of such topics, and rely 



greatly on intuition and improvisation. I did so more confidently and 

with a greater sense of fun, than before or since, both because I had 

no sense that I was taking excessive risks (after all my submissions to 

the project’s leaders were internal documents) and because most people 

around me seemed to know even less than I did, and could thus profit 

even from rather half-baked suggestions. 

I was involved in research also in Florence, for occasionally Pellizzi’s 

Institute attracted outside funds for empirical studies. The most significant 

of those in which I played a part (that of field director, in this 

case) concerned changes (were there any? I never found out, for the 

project wasn’t finished by the time I left Florence) in the wage policies 

of the Italian steel-making industry. I had no success in my attempt 

to re-target the study toward the very interesting organizational changes 

then taking place (we discovered) in Italsider (the most important 

steel-maker in Italy); but I did enjoy some aspects of field work, and 

particularly the association with a small, lively group of recent Florence 

graduates, one of whom (Marzio Barbagli) is in my view the best Italian 

sociologist of his generation. 

I do not think, however, that either the Sociology Institute in Florence, 

or (much less) myself within it, played a particularly significant 

part in the phase then current of the comeback of sociology to Italy 

– the phase characterized by the flourishing of empirical research initiatives. 

For those were golden years for re-nascent Italian sociology. 

The public was increasingly aware of the scale and the significance of 

the ongoing social changes, and of the inadequacies of the traditional 

ideological understandings of their causes and consequences. A distinctively 

sociological problematic was thus asserting its significance, and 

the unwillingness of the established academic disciplines to address it 

was being compensated for by a multitude of non-academic research 

efforts, many of them funded by local governments. Pellizzi’s outfit in 

Florence – for years the only properly constituted Sociology Institute 

in an Italian University – benefitted somewhat from that development, 



but was not directly involved in it. This was partly because the stimulus 

of change and its echoes in public awareness were more evident in 

Northern than in Central Italy; but to a larger extent, perhaps, because 

Pellizzi’s past – well-known, and never recanted – as a prominent Fascist 

intellectual, isolated him politically from nearly all the individuals 

and the institutions involved in the comeback of sociology. This did not 

much affect me. I was not much aware of that comeback; my connection 

with the Mulino research enterprise more than compensated for 

the extent to which my association with Pellizzi (whose political ideas I 

never shared anyway) isolated me from other practitioners of sociology; 

finally, it has never much mattered to me whether or not I find myself 

at the center of things, where the action is. In any case, there were 

advantages to not being entirely involved in research at a time when 

research was very much the name of the sociological game in Italy. It 

allowed me to attend to my plans for getting a Docenza by publishing 

a few essays, and by turning my Berkeley dissertation (accepted in its 

new version in 1963) into my first book, Il clero di riserva. 

When asked why, after only two years as an assistant in Florence, I 

left for Edinburgh, I have often answered that in Florence I was neither 

teaching nor learning anything. That, I now realize, is not true – except 

in the generic sense that the Italian academic system did and does not 

much encourage teaching or learning (though, as Gino Germani once 

told me, neither does it actually forbid them). Even the standard «push/ 

the wopscot chronicle pull» scheme does not account well for my move. I had been 

doing fairly well in Florence (and in Bologna), and I was not particularly displeased 

with my position and my prospects there; and Pat was too loyal 

to reveal, at the time, her own reasons for disliking the place. As to Edinburgh, 

I knew too little about that locale to be strongly «pulled» by it. 

Alas, the only plausible account of the decision sees it as the outcome of 

utterly fortuitous circumstances. One evening in the spring of 1963 Pat 

and I were having dinner at a trattoria, in Siena. We found ourselves 

chatting to a young English couple, whose male component turned out 



to be, of all things, a sociologist – Keith Hopkins, then of the LSE. 

During that summer we went on a short trip to England and called on 

the Hopkinses; they invited us to dinner, together with two other sociologists, 

Norbert Elias and Martin Albrow. The talk turned to the then 

flourishing condition of sociology in Britain: it was being seriously promoted 

by Universities old and new, including Edinburgh, which in the 

current issue of «The New Statesman» was advertising a lectureship 

in a Sociology department then in the process of being established by 

Tom Burns. I wondered aloud what might happen if I were to apply. 

The consensus was that I would be taken seriously, on account of my 

Berkeley Ph.D. and my book in the making. This was intriguing enough 

to somebody who, from Italian experience, assumed automatically that 

academic advertisements were a joke, all appointments being of course 

rigged. But probably what decided me to apply was an astonishing remark 

from Elias, that well-known student of manners, to the effect that 

of course I would never make it through an interview. Actually, I never 

disproved him. For although, once I had applied, things started happening 

rather fast on the Edinburgh-Florence axis, I never did go through a 

proper, formal job interview in the British academic pattern. Tom Burns 

met me in Paris for a lengthy, informal chat (during which, on strict instructions 

from Pat, I managed for the first and last time in my life to 

keep my mouth shut for lengthy periods); and shortly after that I was 

offered a lectureship. Having got as far as that almost as a dare, and at 

any rate more from curiosity than any other motive, Pat and I decided 

that I might as well accept, and move to the other end of Europe, to 

work in a University system I knew nothing about. 

We have never regretted that decision. In the same way that from 

her early contacts with the natives in Edinburgh Pat realized how 

much she had disliked the manners and customs of the Florentines, I 

was soon to realize, from becoming involved under the leadership of 

Tom Burns and in association with a number of capable and likeable 

colleagues in the building and management of a Sociology department 



of some distinction, how poorly structured academic life had been in 

Florence, how low its intellectual and moral standards. I closed my accounts 

with it by getting my Docenza during my second term in Edinburgh; 

and I haven’t looked back since. 

Once more, one might try and read my Edinburgh experience as a 

however minor aspect of a wider story, concerning the fortunes of British 

sociology in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. Once more, however, I 

cannot myself read it as such. This is not only because I have personally 

done much better, over those decades, than the discipline has; but 

also because my own frame of reference, setting the boundaries of at 

any rate my conscious involvement in that wider story, has been very 

much the Department, rather than the discipline, or indeed the profession, 

of sociology. It is with the Department that I struck my bargain: I 

do my share of its teaching (and, more grudgingly and ineffectively, of 

its administration), and try to contribute to its standing by publishing; 

the Department supports me, provides me with students, and allows me 

to cultivate my own interests, even when they are somewhat peripheral 

to the discipline as usually defined. It also allows me to go away on 

leave, often and sometimes at length, to distant places. (I have an embarrassingly 

extensive record of visiting appointments, mostly but not 

exclusively summer ones, in North America and Australia.) Finally, I 

owe mostly to my Departmental colleagues, beginning with Tom Burns, 

whatever awareness I have possessed, during my years at Edinburgh, of 

what the discipline and the profession of sociology were doing. 

I took service in Edinburgh in 1964, at the beginning of the Department’s 

first teaching year, during which Tom Burns, following a Scottish 

convention that the most senior faculty member teaches the subject’s 

«First Ordinary» course, did nearly all of the teaching. From the following 

year I had my own course, «Second Ordinary». It dealt with the 

«classics» of sociology, and involved me in a frequentation of Tocqueville, 

Marx, & Co., which was to lead to my second book, Images of Society. 

One reason why I have never been able, subsequently, to outgrow a worshipful 



(and thus at length stultifying) attitude toward the classics, is possibly 

a curious feeling of gratitude engendered by my reading of them in 

the mid sixties. Basically, I felt grateful to than for dispelling the unease I 

had previously felt about the «intellectual texture» of sociology. 

Let me explain. As a student of law in Italy I had been exposed 

to writings (texts, treatises, monographs) which often displayed an intellectual 

vigor, a conceptual rigor, a scholarly sophistication superior 

to practically all the sociology I had read since. Sociology had the 

advantage of being much more interesting – but for sheer intellectual 

the wopscot chronicle bravura it could not compete, it seemed, with the tradition of 

scholarly discourse which the law faculties of continental Europe had been 

cultivating for centuries. This impression had survived the perfunctory 

reading of the classics I had conducted in Berkeley for the purpose 

of passing exams – but it was dissipated, at length, by the much more 

extensive, intensive, and, dare I say, intelligent reading I conducted 

in Edinburgh, instead, for the purpose of teaching my students about 

the classics. I recall for instance, my wonder at realizing how complex, 

nourishing, sophisticated were writings of Durkheim’s which in Berkeley 

had seemed shallow, long-winded, insignificant. Even when I ceased 

to teach «sociology Greats» (whether they should, be taught at all, and 

how, has been a recurrent issue in the Department) and was assigned 

courses whose subject matter could not be reduced to an exegetical exercise, 

I often found myself arguing that the classics’ contributions still 

set the boundaries of the tenable positions on most themes of significance. 

When challenged on this, I have sometimes retreated to an emphasis 

on, again, their superior «intellectual texture», the vastness and 

diversity of the learning they marshal, even their stylistic virtues. 

Since publishing Images of Society, of course, I have felt uneasy about 

teaching further about the three authors discussed there (Tocqueville, 

Marx, Durkheim) since I don’t like to hold forth to a (presumably) literate 

audience on matters on which I have already published. I have never 

taught about Tocqueville since, and I have found it difficult to vary (and, 



if you ask me, to improve) upon my reading of Durkheim in Images. It’s 

easier with Marx, there being so many different ways of rendering his 

sociological contribution. As to Weber, for the time being I’ve only gone 

in print on The Protestant Ethic, so all I need do if I teach about him 

again is place the emphasis elsewhere. (Though this is more easily said 

than done, since most audiences do not take easily to what seems to me 

the most fruitful alternative emphasis, that on Economy and Society.) 

I prepared the final draft of Images of Society at the University of 

Victoria, British Columbia, in 1970-71. I had originally signed on with 

Random House to publish with them a text dealing with six authors 

(Alexis, Karl, Emile, Max, Georg, and Vilfredo). But it had taken me 

years to come to terms with the first trio, and I was fed up with the 

job; also, successive drafts had produced more and more interpretive 

rather than purely expository accounts of those three authors, and my 

book-in-progress did not reasonably resemble a text. After Random 

House had released me from my contract (fortunately I had not spent 

the advance they had paid me) I had some difficulty placing the ms. 

elsewhere, until Stanford UP, who had published Catholic Action in Italy (an English 

version of Il clero di riserva) decided not to hold against 

me my having sought a commercial publisher for my second book, and 

undertook to publish Images of Society. This book, unlike the previous 

one, did not lose them money; but I never felt that it had done as well 

as it should have, either in sales or in critical response. 

Meanwhile, I had been making good career progress in Edinburgh: 

I was given a readership in 1968, and a personal chair six years after 

that. Proximately, this was largely due to Tom’s generous sponsorship 

of my advancement; less proximately, it expressed the growing 

strength within the University of the Department Tom had been building 

through a succession of remarkably shrewd appointments. More remotely 

still, my own advancement reflected the continuing fortunes of 

sociology in Britain through most of the seventies. In Edinburgh somehow 

we managed to make the most of those fortunes – witness the Department’s 



growth and the inflow into it of research money from various 

sources – while avoiding its negative aspects: hasty appointments, 

premature advancement of faculty members to tenure and senior status, 

heavy politicization of Faculty and students and subsequent internal 

strife, neglect of research and publishing. 

After realizing that Images was not having the success which in my 

view it deserved, I told myself for some time that I had had it with 

writing books, and would instead try to increase my own niggardly production 

of essays and my much more considerable output of reviews 

(I had developed a taste, in particular, for taking on the big boys in 

lengthy and sometimes fairly critical reviews: Gouldner, Bell, Horowitz, 

Shils, Bendix…). But after some time, a chance remark by Tony Giddens 

to the effect that there wasn’t a good book on the state in the 

recent sociological literature, reminded me that my course on political 

sociology had dealt with that topic for years; and I succumbed once 

more to the delusion that one can easily turn one’s lecture notes into a 

book. I did not write, however, the book Tony had found missing, but 

an abbreviated, typological history of Western political institutions. This 

book did look a bit more like a text – I like to boast that it is an excellent 

text for a course that does not exist, for who teaches the history 

of political institutions in English-speaking social science departments 

– and it fared better on the marketplace. 

The Development of the Modern State came out in 1978. That year 

I had to take over the headship of the Department (for three years) 

from Tom Burns, who had had enough of it. To keep this unwelcome 

but unavoidable assignment from being my sole working commitment 

besides teaching, I undertook what I naively saw as an easy, quick writing job – a 

short companion to the reading of The Protestant Ethic. It 

was five years before the thing appeared in print! This in spite of the 

fact that I had lectured on the topic for years, and intended the book 

as a didactic piece, albeit one with some twists on established ways of 

restating and explaining Weber’s argument. (How many twists, in fact, 



I am not sure, since in preparing Calvinism and the Capitalist Spirit I 

stuck almost exclusively to Weber and did not investigate in any depth 

the large and growing literature on the topic, lest it overwhelm me. I 

like to think of this tactic as an attempt to nurture the delicate plant of 

my originality through ignorance.) 

Through these years in Edinburgh I have kept in touch with my 

family-of-orientation and my Italian friends by going to Italy once 

a year, for a few weeks. I am still on excellent terms with Paolo and 

Lula. (Paolo is now the Head of the prestigious University Institute 

of Architecture in Venice. Lula has the chair of sociology at Ferrara. 

In 1983 she was elected to the Chamber of Deputies as an independent 

on the Communist Party ballot in Milan.) Relationships have been 

rather more difficult with Toni, who in the seventies, while professor of 

theory of the state in Padua, became a prominent advocate and theoretician 

of extraparliamentary forms of working class struggle. It is not 

clear whether and to what extent he practiced what he taught – but in 

1979 he was arrested on charges of terrorism and spent four years in 

jail while awaiting trial. He got out of jail because elected to the Chamber 

of Deputies on the Italian Radical Party ballot; then the Chamber, 

by a very narrow majority, withdrew from him the parliamentary immunity 

from imprisonment, at which point he escaped to France. This was 

a controversial but wise decision on his part, for subsequently he was 

sentenced in absentia, to thirty years’ emprisonment. 

When in Italy, I spend as much time as possible in Bologna, where 

my mother lives and where through all these years I have maintained a 

working relation with Il Mulino as a consultant. I also call, in Bologna 

and elsewhere, on a few Italian sociologists of my generation or younger, 

whom I have known (and sometimes taught) in Florence or elsewhere, 

and who are now my friends. Sometimes they, or their students, make 

shorter or lengthier stays in the Sociology Department in Edinburgh. 

If, to bring this piece to a close, I try to articulate (to confess?) how 

I feel about sociology, where I stand with respect to it, I am reminded 



of Riesman’s remark that there are two kinds of sociologists, those interested 

in sociology and those interested in society. My problem is that 

I would like to be one of the latter, but if I am any good at all it is as 

one of the former. 

I have already indicated, above, that I am not a natural sociologist, 

a shrewd observer and interpreter of social facts-on-the-ground. I could 

compensate for that by engaging in research – in the intensive meaning 

of the term whereby research leads to empirically grounded answers 

(possibly counterintuitive ones) to contingent questions about the nature 

and direction of social affairs. Well, if research means that – the triumph 

of mind over chatter – I never touch the stuff. I sometimes worry and 

feel guilty about this, and fantasize about thinking up a project, going 

into the field, coming up after years with lots of fresh data on which to 

ground theoretically relevant propositions... But I don’t do anything of 

the kind, preferring instead to think of another writing project which I 

can handle by reading other people’s books. As a consequence, what I 

end up writing is generally a sustained attempt at expounding something 

I had known all along, and never seems to discover anything. 

Am I being excessively self-deprecating? Well, as that guy used to say, 

I am very widely known for my outstanding modesty. In fact, I don’t horribly 

mind not being a good sociologist (this is what it comes to). I think 

I am a decent scholar. I willingly boast of the range of my interests: for 

instance, I have just finished a year as Visiting Professor of Government 

at the University of Sydney, during which I gave lectures, in that University 

or others, in Departments of History, Anthropology, Legal Studies, 

Italian, Jurisprudence, and Political Science – not to mention Sociology. 

Finally, I have a reasonable talent for exposition. In teaching, I practice 

a dictum which struck me forcefully when I came across it, «if you really 

understand something, you can say it otherwise». Having been previously 

often bothered by the feeling that I did not know what I was lecturing 

about, I undertook to reassure myself by systematically rephrasing 

at least once every point I am trying to make. (This has the advantage 



that it allows students baffled by any statement I am making, possibly 

because of my accent or of my rate of delivery, to catch my meaning the 

next time around.) In writing, I aim for clarity – a criterion of intellectual 

accomplishment, by the way, which I learned to respect in the States, 

and which my British experience reinforced, while there is little place for 

it in the Continental scholarly tradition. I don’t think I have betrayed it 

in these pages. While composing them, instead, I have been bothered by 

the criterion of relevance, as a nagging query kept forming in the back of 

my mind: «who would want to know?».  

(Answers to be addressed on a postcard to the Editor, please.) 

 

Gianfranco Poggi 

(Edinburgh, Christmas 1984) 
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